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FRIENDSHIP
SKILLS

FRIENDSHIP SKILLS
Explicitly teach friendship skills to children.

EXAMPLES

WHY:

Sharing

Swapping/Switching

Taking Turns

Praising

Helping

Asking

Children with good friendship skills are likely to do better in school
and have more positive relationships with their peers.
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TEACHING FRIENDSHIP
SKILLS
Explicitly teach the friendship skills using Teach, Practice, and Promote.

EXAMPLES
TEACH

PRACTICE

Role-play a scenario
in which children
need to use a
friendship skill using
a puppet.

Let children practice
the same skill in
other scenarios. (E.g.

The puppet doesn’t
know how to use the
skill.
Let the children teach
the puppet how to use
the skill.
The puppet tries again
and does it correctly.

Ask children to come
and play with the
puppet and use the
skill.
Show the picture
card of the skill.

WHY:

Practice sharing a book,
sharing a crayon, sharing a
toy.)

Label the friendly
behaviours they are
using. (E.g. Keisha is
sharing her book with
Alonzo. They are looking
at the book together.)

PROMOTE
Discuss when
children can use the
skill.
Give children
activities that
encourage them to
use the skill you have
taught. (E.g. Colouring or
building together.)

Look for
opportunities to
praise children for
using the skill
throughout the day.
Rehearse or Review
the skill with the
children at regular
intervals.

When teachers teach, practice, and promote friendship skills,
children will learn appropriate social behaviours. Over time, their
friendship skills will improve.
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TEACHING FRIENDSHIP
SKILLS
Allow children to practice using friendship skills in a variety of situations.

FRIENDSHIP SKILL

SCENARIO WITH PUPPET

SHARING

Sharing a truck or toy.

TAKING TURNS

Taking turns with a truck.

HELPING

Helping to pack away
playdough.

SWAPPING/
SWITCHING

Swapping reading books.

PRAISING

Praising for getting a
sticker on work.

OTHER SCENARIOS TO
PRACTICE
Sharing a book.
Sharing a crayon.
Taking turns with a ball.
Taking turns with a crayon.
Helping to pack away blocks.
Helping to pack away crayons.
Swapping crayons.
Swapping toys.
Praising artwork.
Complimenting each other.
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TEACHING FRIENDSHIP
SKILLS
Allow children to practice using friendship skills in a variety of situations.

FRIENDSHIP SKILL

SCENARIO WITH PUPPET

ASKING

Asking for a crayon.

OTHER SCENARIOS TO
PRACTICE
Asking for a turn with a toy.
Asking for help to open a snack.

TELLING &
LISTENING

Listening when a child asks for
Listening to another
child’s story (e.g. about a something.
birthday party).
Listening when someone talks.

TEAMWORK

Building together with
blocks.

Working together with
playdough.

PLEASE & THANK
YOU

Saying please when
asking for a toy, and
thank you when getting
it.

Saying please and thank you
when asking for an eraser.

APOLOGISING

Apologising for
accidentally bumping
into someone.

Saying please and thank you
when asking for crayons.
Apologising for accidentally
knocking over someone’s blocks.
Apologising for accidentally
stepping on someone’s toe.
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DAILY FRIENDSHIP
ACTIVITIES
Incorporate friendship activities into daily teaching and learning activities.

EXAMPLES
MATH/NUMBERS

LETTERS/READING

Colour a number on a
sheet together.

Read a book together.

Draw a picture
relating to a topic
together.

Paste pieces of paper
on a large number
together.

Paste pieces of paper
on a large letter
together.

Use blocks to make
things related to a
topic together.

Use playdough to
make a certain
number of things
together.

Use playdough to
form words together.

When you ask a
question, allow
children to whisper in
each other’s ears
before taking any
answers.

Read a story together.
Help each other with
math. (E.g. One child
holds up fingers and the
other child counts them.)

Children look for sight
words in book
together.

GENERAL IDEAS

Ask children to choose
a friend to help them
with an activity.
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EMOTION
SKILLS

EMOTION SKILLS
Teach children how to understand their own and others’ emotions. Teach
them 1) the name of an emotion, 2) how the face and body look, 3) what
makes you feel that way, and 4) what to do when they feel that way.

EXAMPLES

WHY:

Happy

Excited

Proud

Sad

Vexed

Afraid

When children have a good understanding of emotions they are
better able to regulate their behaviour.
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TEACHING EMOTION
SKILLS
Teach children about their emotions using Teach, Practice, and Promote.

EXAMPLES
TEACH

PRACTICE

Using a puppet, roleplay a scenario that
leads puppet to
display an emotion.

Ask children to show
how they look when
they are feeling that
emotion.

Ask children how the
puppet is feeling.
If the emotion is a
negative one, ask
what the puppet can
do to make himself
feel better.
Show the emotion
picture card and talk
about how the face
and body look when
we feel that emotion.

WHY:

Describe how their
face and body look.

(E.g. Dante looks sad. His
mouth is turned down, his
eyes are droopy and his
body is slumped.)

Give children the
opportunity to
practice making
themselves feel
better. (E.g. Take deep
breaths to calm down
when vexed.)

PROMOTE
Discuss what makes
them feel that
emotion.
Label children’s
emotions throughout
the day.

Encourage children
to talk about their
own emotions.
When reading story
books to children,
talk about how the
characters are
feeling and why they
feel that way.
Review the emotion
at regular intervals.

When teachers teach, practice, and promote emotion skills,
children learn to understand their own and others’ emotions.
5stand their own and others’ emotions.
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TEACHING EMOTIONS
SKILLS
EMOTION

HAPPY

ROLE PLAYS FOR
PUPPET

HOW THE FACE
AND BODY LOOK

WHAT YOU NEED
TO FEEL BETTER

Puppet brings a
Eyes are sparkling,
new toy they got mouth is smiling,
for their birthday. eyebrows are high,
body is relaxed and
floppy.

Puppet falls down Mouth turned
and hurts himself. down, eyebrows
SAD
lowered, eyes
droopy, shoulders
down, body
slumped.
Teacher tells
Eyes droopy,
puppet that she
shoulders slumped,
has to cancel the mouth turned
DISAPPOINTED
class party
down, eyebrows
because there is
lowered, sighs
no water.
(sometimes).

Get a hug.
Tell a friend.

Take a deep
breath.
Think a happy
thought.
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TEACHING EMOTIONS
SKILLS
EMOTION

ROLE PLAYS FOR
PUPPET

HOW THE FACE AND
BODY LOOK

EXCITED

Puppet tells the
class that it is his
birthday
tomorrow.

Eyes are sparkling,
mouth is smiling,
eyebrows are high, body
is moving happily.

EMBARRASSED

Puppet tries to
kick the ball but
he/she keeps
missing it.

Eyes are droopy, cheeks
are red, body is droopy,
mouth turned down,
eyes looking away.

NERVOUS

SHY

Teacher asks
Eyes are droopy, body is
puppet to answer droopy, mouth is
a question in class. crooked, body is shaking,
eyebrows low, rubbing
hands together.
Teacher asks the
Body droopy, mouth
puppet to tell the turned down, eyes
class about his toy looking away.
at home.

WHAT YOU NEED
TO FEEL BETTER

Tell yourself that
everyone makes
mistakes.
Try again.
Say “I can do it.”
Ask a friend to
help.
Say “I can do it.”
Ask a friend to
help.
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TEACHING EMOTIONS
SKILLS
EMOTION

ROLE PLAYS FOR
PUPPET

HOW THE FACE AND
BODY LOOK

WHAT YOU NEED
TO FEEL BETTER

Teacher and puppet
are building a block
tower together;
teacher accidentally
knocks it down.

Mouth is pouting,
Take some deep
eyebrows down, body breaths.
is rigid.
Do turtle.

SURPRISED

Teacher takes a
present from behind
her back and says it’s
for the puppet.

Eyes are wide, mouth
is open, eyebrows
high, body still, hands
on face (sometimes).

AFRAID

Puppet tells teacher
that the doctor is
coming to give
him/her an injection.

Eyes are wide,
eyebrows very high,
body trembling,
mouth crooked.

Puppet gets sticker
from teacher for
good behaviour.

Eyes are sparkling,
mouth is smiling,
eyebrows are high.

VEXED

PROUD

Use your words to tell
the person how you
feel.

Hold on to someone’s
hand.
Tell an adult.
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CALMING DOWN
(DOING TURTLE)
Teach children how to do ‘Turtle’ to calm down. Practice this skill regularly
with children during circle time. Prompt children to do ‘Turtle’ at the first
signs of anger or agitation.

HOW

Recognise that you feel angry.
Think STOP.

Take 3 deep breaths and think
calming thoughts. E.g. ‘I can calm
down.’ ‘I can try again.’

WHY:

Withdraw into your shell.

Come out of your shell and think of
some solutions to the problem.

Doing ‘Turtle’ is a concrete and practical way to help children to
manage their anger and frustration.
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ACTIVITIES TO REINFORCE
EMOTIONS
 Ask children to make different emotion faces from modelling clay.

 Let children draw pictures of themselves feeling a particular emotion.
 Read books about emotions and talk about how the characters are
feeling and why they feel that way.
 Sing songs about emotions e.g. ‘If You’re Happy and You Know it.’
 Play ‘Simon Says’ using emotions e.g. “Simon Says, ‘Show me your happy
face.’”
 Play games involving emotions.
For example:
o ‘Guess My Emotion Game’ – children act out an emotion and
everyone has to guess the emotion.
o ‘I Feel … When… Game’ – show children an emotion (either using
picture card or demonstrating it) and ask each child to say what makes
them feel that way.
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